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Products
As the pioneer in manufacturing Bioclimatic pergolas and outdoor structures,
Cospicon offers unmatched engineering for perfect performance

CospiBio Pergola
CospiBio bioclimatic pergola can offer full sun, partial to
full shade, or shelter thanks to its ingeniously designed louvered roof system

CospiSun Roof System
The CospiSun roof system is an excellent protection choice
with high aesthetics and multiple benefits

Cospilouvre Pergola
Cospilouvre pergola allows you to adjust the louvers manually or electric and gives you control over the amount of
sunlight

CospiEpal Glass Wall
The CospiEpal glass wall system offers protection, brightness and maximum visibility to the outside by sheltering the
environment

CospiEpalum Sliding System
An aluminium sliding system with outdoor louvers which are
perfectly tailored to any pergola and home

CospiScreen Shading System
CospiScreen is dedicated to keeping the perfect climate
from summer to winter, naturally and effectively. It perfectly shields pergola, patio, terrace or balcony

CospiX6 Shading System
Vertical shading system with blinds, open-close and retractable.
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Cospicon - 40 Years of Innovation

CospiBio Pergola
by Cospicon
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CospiBio
CospiBio bioclimatic pergola can offer full sun, partial to full shade, or shelter thanks to
its ingeniously designed louvered roof system. CospiBio pergola creates the kind of space
where indoor and outdoor spaces are combined.
01. Is designed in a way that to make the most of sun and the natural circulation of air
02. Enables energy reductions while setting and maintaining a pleasant temperature and
favoring natural light
03. Allows you to optimize and expand your living space and it is designed to fit in with all
architectural styles and be in harmony with nature
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Cospicon - 40 Years of Innovation

CospiSun
Roof System
by Cospicon

By choosing CospiSun you can seal
your space from the rain, and at
the same time enjoy the shading of
the blinds so that you can use your
space all year round.
CospiSun also offers the advantage
of natural light, while it is also available in a blackout version (without
photopermeability).
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Multiple Benefits
The CospiSun roof system is an excellent
protection choice with high aesthetics
and multiple benefits.

Details
01. Fixed shading
02. Easy assembling
03. Free standing, wall mounted
04. Lightweight construction
05. High resistance to extreme temperatures -50 Cº to + 100 Cº

Availability
Cospisun system is available from
Cospicon neither as a complete solution with a frame, or as a frame cover
that already exists, or as a kit in your
dimensions with all the necessary
support components and installation
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CospiLouvre
Pergola
by Cospicon

Cospilouvre pergola allows you to adjust the louvers
manually or electric and gives you control over the
amount of sunlight or shade your patio or other outdoor living space receives.
On days when the weather is nice, you can open the
louvers to let sunshine in. Or, if you’re hosting a cookout and it starts to rain unexpectedly, close the louvers to prevent yourself, your guests, and your barbecue area from getting wet.
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CospiLouvre Pergola
An adjustable pergola allows you to enjoy the outdoors no matter what
the weather is like. From residential to commercial uses, from small patios to larger outdoor spaces, we’ve got you covered.
01. Provides protection and shade 02. Adapts to any space to be covered
03. Adds significant value to your home 04. Manual and electrical operation
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Cospicon - 40 Years of Innovation

CospiEpal
Glass Wall
by Cospicon

The CospiEpal glass wall system offers protection, brightness and maximum visibility to the outside by sheltering the environment from rain, snow, wind and noise
to experience the outdoors during the day and in the evening.

Glass Walls
Moving glass walls are so functional and
offer an easy transition from the indoor
to the outdoor world. CospiEpal glass
wall gives you a wide expanse connecting
your indoor and outdoor living spaces.
This makes your patio part of your home
and your window to the world

Weather Protection
With the CospiEpal System you can protect your outdoor space from weather
conditions. This way you do not have to
worry about the weather and whether it
will rain as with the vertical sliding glass
CospiEpal System you are 100% protected all days of the year.
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CospiEpal Glass Wall System
Finally, with the perimeter glass system CospiEpal, you are 100%
protected from strong winds all days of the year. You can use your
exterior space, and even with strong winds not to have the slightest
noise annoyance.
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Cospicon - 40 Years of Innovation

CospiEpalum
Sliding System
by Cospicon

CospiEpalum is an aluminium sliding
system with outdoor louvers which are
perfectly tailored to any pergola and
home

The Best Choice
CospiEpalum sliding louvre system generally
fit to the outside of the building, pergola, deck,
patio, gazebo. Made of aluminium is durable
and a lifetime system. The high-standard materials guarantee the smooth operation of
the system. CospiEpalum is produced in the
desired dimensions upon request in order to
adapt exactly to the respective needs and requirements.
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Made of Aluminium
CospiEpalum sliding louvre system generally fit to the outside of the building, pergola, deck, patio,
gazebo. Made of aluminium is durable and a lifetime system. The high-standard materials guarantee
the smooth operation of the system.

Custom Dimensions
CospiEpalum is produced in the desired dimensions upon request in order to adapt
exactly to the respective needs and requirements.

Modern & Minimal
Modern design. Its minimal, elegant design
harmonizes perfectly with the aesthetics of
modern buildings.

Ways of Distribution
CospiEpalum sliding system is available from
Cospicon either as a complete solution with
its installation, or as a kit in your dimensions
with all the necessary components and support materials and installation instructions.
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Cospicon - 40 Years of Innovation

CospiScreen
Shading System
by Cospicon

Improve exterior spaces and create an outdoor shelter for real relaxation and
comfortable entertainment, without problems. From the heat of summer to the
cold of winter, CospiScreen perfectly shields pergola, patio, terrace or balcony, so
everyone can enjoy an outdoor seating area all year round.

Perfect Climate
CospiScreen is dedicated to keeping the
perfect climate from summer to winter,
naturally and effectively. CospiScreen offers privacy and protection from the sun,
wind and rain

Weather Protection
This specific Cospicon external shading system allows to control exactly the
amount of light people desire for their
home, blocking up to 90% of unwanted
heat when the CospiScreen is closed and
maximizing temperature levels when the
CospiScreen is open.
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CospiScreen Shading System
01. Complete seal along the edge 02. An aluminium system with
solar fabric and a square-shaped box 03. Provides sun protection
and privacy 04. Comfortable indoor temperature 05. Low energy
costs 06. Motorized
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CospiX6
Shading System
by Cospicon

Vertical shading system with blinds, open - close and
retractable.
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CospiX6 Shading System
01. Control of the amount of light 02. Reliable protection 03. Privacy
04. Durability 05. Reduces the sun’s penetration and absorbes the heat
06. Functionality and performance

Cospicon
Since 1978, we have led the industry in technological advances, and
continue this tradition of engineering excellence in all our products.
Every component, feature and option is designed with focus on innovation.

Build to last
By choosing Cospicon, any awning is perfectly crafted by
our team of experts with attention to every last detail and
our shade systems are built to last

Fit & Style
Our products are more than precisely crafted, they also offer a number of benefits to homeowners, such as the ability
to block the sun, but preserve exterior views

